FULLY-AUTOMATED ONLINE PROCTORING
ProctorU Auto is a fully-automated proctoring platform featuring the industry’s
first AI-powered engine that learns and adapts to test-taker behavior over time.
Exam sessions can be viewed in real-time and are recorded end-to-end for
faculty review. With 24/7 scheduled and on-demand testing, ProctorU Auto is
convenient and secure for institutions and students.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Scheduled or on-demand access,
24/7/365.

The only proctoring platform that
gets smarter with more exams.

Multiple face recognition, eye
movement tracking, auditory
analysis.

The only solution where faculty
can view test-takers live during an
exam.

Video timeline with incident
stamping for easy exam review.

Live help available before and
during an exam.

Industry’s strongest authentication
- ID and photo capture, facial
recognition, keystroke analysis.

LTI integration for Canvas and
Blackboard.

Have Questions? Contact Us!
www.ProctorU.com

contact@proctoru.com
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Three Solutions. One mission.
collaborates with online educators and leading institutions to lower the barriers to the
powerful opportunities that are only possible through education.
To achieve that, we offer three solutions that, when combined, will help institutions simultaneously
expand their reach and enhance the integrity of online assessments and the credibility of the
degrees and merits they grant.

The strengths of each solution:
allows for more frequent testing by keeping the cost of courses low. Best used
for quizzes and progress testing, frequent assessment allows teachers to be more responsive and to
more easily customize learning for students. ProctorU Auto lowers costs by relying on instructors to
review recorded sessions with suspicious behaviors tagged for review.
blends the technology that drives ProctorU Auto with the professional
auditing services of specialists trained by ProctorU, the leader in online proctoring. With ProctorU
Review, institutions will benefit from the time their staff is saved by having a professional trained
ProctorU proctor audit exam sessions for compliance and then report back to the institution.
the most trusted solution in the industry, remains the best way to prevent
cheating. ProctorU Live elevates the credibility of online course work, a promise to those that
completed the work, and to those who measure the student by this accomplishment, that the
knowledge was indeed earned. A professional, certified proctor is a powerful deterrent to temptation.
Many institutions depend on ProctorU Live for exams that directly impact a student’s graduation or
earning potential, or greatly influence their final grade.
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